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The Vulcan economy
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Spectral clustering



The Plan

Part 1:  Towards a Genealogical Conductance

Part 2: The hunt for IBD Regions

Appendix:  An introduction to the HMM



Begins with another flavor of Markov chain....

The Wright-Fisher Model

Part 1: Towards a metric on genealogical history

N=5;
T=10;
[O E]=WFsim(N,T);



Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium...

close all
GraphBase(O,E,T,N,'y','c');
LabeAlle(O,E,T,N,'r','b',1/8);



The Allele Frequency Chain:  An absorbing chain
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Ignoring the male female thing...
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Time to fixation (absorption)
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~2.78N We give this argument because of our needs later, 
but the diffusion approximation is really the way to 
go (go Laplacian!). See...

http://www.dartmouth.edu/~chance/teaching_aids/books_articles/probability_book/book.html

See Grinstead and Snell...the best things in life are free!



What is a good notion of genealogical distance? 

Mothers Fathers

Random

p1=3; p2=5; MotherHist(p1,p2,O,E,T,N);
FatherHist(p1,p2,O,E,T,N);

PairHist(p1,p2,O,E,T,N,'r','b');





Genealogical distance?

do



....or borrow some ideas from Coalescence Theory

Use the historically direct 
chain... and turn coalescent 

events into absorbing states.    



Absorbing states

max

genealogical distance genealogical conductance 

Can we compute them on real data? 



Image 23&me

Grandpa

Yes...thanks to recombination! 

length in Morgans

IBD (identical by decent)

Key fact: 



Image 23&me

Siblings

second fundamental mystery 
of probability theory  



Roughly 10 million of 
the 12,000 million 

bits of the genome in 
are this form

Genotype Data 
Provided

an unordered set
{  ,  }

Part 2: The hunt for IBD region



Lander & Green
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Hidden Markov Models



Hidden Markov Model, HMM
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Markov 
Chain

Emissions 
Inference: Given an emission sequence find the 

most likely state sequence.  



MatLab Example

trans = [0.95,0.05;  0.10,0.90];
 emis = [   1/6  1/6   1/6   1/6   1/6 1/6;
              1/10 1/10 1/10 1/10 1/10 1/2];
[seq,states] = hmmgenerate(20,trans,emis) 

First we can fake some data...

STATES = hmmviterbi(seq,trans,emis)

Inference: Given an emission sequence find the 
most likely state sequence.  

The Viterbi Algorithm



Haplotype vs Genotype



IBD regions can help phase (MAX GEN2SAT)

..and phasing allows 
for better IBD 

detection



“Expectation Maximization”

* a special thanks to Giulio Genovese for letting me pilfer his slides, 
thanks!   


